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Mina has a brilliant idea for her puppy, but she can't do it alone! She spends a fun-filled day with
her grandpa, creating, building and developing their special bond. Join Mina and Gong Gong
(grandpa) as they team up to bring her idea to life! This book showcases everyday dialog to
support your child in Chinese learning. Written for children ages 2 to 6 in Simplified Chinese,
Pinyin and English, this sweet story with vibrant illustrations is easy to follow. Your little one will
learn common conversational sentences in Chinese as well as new vocabulary.★ A fantastic
Mandarin immersion resource for non-native speakers! ★Give your child the opportunity to
become bilingual! Research shows that learning a second language can boost problem-solving,
critical thinking, listening skills, memory, concentration, ability to multitask, and even unlock
more career opportunities. There are so many benefits when you start at a young age.All of
Katrina Liu's books are intended for non-native speakers and parents interested in fostering the
development of dual-language with their children. Each book contains vibrant full-color
illustrations, large Chinese characters with Pinyin and English for support. They are written in
everyday dialog making it easier for beginner learners to pick up the language.♥ Check out other
Mina Learns Chinese books at: minalearnschinese.com[Book 1] Mina's First Day of School -
Mina goes to school for the first time! This book showcases the many ways of saying Yes and No
in Chinese.[Book 3] Mina's Scavenger Hunt - Mina plays an exciting game of scavenger hunt as
she searches around her home to collect a list of treasures. This interactive book is a great way
to learn common adjectives in Chinese.[Book 4] Mina's Ups and Downs - It's an exciting day at
the carnival with Mina and her parents! With so much to do and see, Mina experiences a
rollercoaster of emotions and feelings throughout the day.[Book 5] Mina Goes to the Beach -
Mina discovers the wonders of the oceanside! She has a blast splashing in the waves, collecting
seashells, building sandcastles, and enjoying a tasty picnic!Free audio readings in Mandarin
Chinese are available at: minalearnschinese.com/pages/audio-readings

From the AuthorI love my grandpa is the 2nd story of the Mina Learns Chinese bilingual
children's book series. Search for Katrina Liu to see the other books in my series. --This text
refers to the paperback edition.From the Inside FlapDid you know that there are many different
ways to say grandpa in Chinese? It can vary by region and by what side of the family he is from.
--This text refers to the paperback edition.From the Back CoverLearning Chinese is fun! Mina
has a brilliant idea for her puppy! Join Mina and her grandpa on a fun-filled day full of creativity
and love as they team up to bring her idea to life! Written in Simplified Chinese, Pinyin and
English, this sweet story with vibrant illustrations is easy to follow. Your little one will learn
common conversational sentences in Chinese as well as new vocabulary. Books are also
available in Traditional Chinese. A FREE audio reading in Mandarin is included! --This text refers



to the paperback edition.About the AuthorKatrina Liu is an American-born-Chinese mom with
limited Chinese skills living in San Francisco. Unable to find well-illustrated bilingual books that
included English and Pinyin to read to her daughter, she came up with the idea to create her
own and share them with the world. She hopes that her book series inspired by her daughter,
Mina, will help support non-native Chinese speakers in introducing the Chinese language to
their children in a fun and easy way.Read more
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hello.laoshi, “Highlights a grandfather and a grandchild’s bond through cooperation.
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What a cute tribute to granddads! In this bilingual story, Mina enlists the help of Gong Gong
(affectionate term for maternal grandfather) for a little project in the backyard. Vocabulary words
range from tools to colors, and grammar is simple enough for toddlers to learn. Plus there’s a list
of Chinese terms for Grandpa in the dedication page!The themes in this book that I love the
most as a teacher are:A) Cooperation. In the story, Mina acts as a great assistant/partner to her
Gong Gong as they work. There’s a part where Gong Gong asks Mina to be patient, which kids
can definitely learn from. It’s a great example of a grown-up and a child working together!B)
Gong Gong doesn’t coddle Mina as they work, and this is absolutely fantastic. It shows a grown-
up not hovering or overpowering a child, letting her make her own choices and do her part while
still staying warm and supportive.This would make a lovely afternoon or bedtime read to a kid!
And it’s BILINGUAL. Need I say more?”

Allene Jue, “Sweet and fun book that my daughter loves. This book is so cute! I love that it has
both english, chinese, and pinyin so that I can read it to my daughters and understand what I am
saying! The storyline is so cute and the illustrations are adorable. My oldest likes to engage with
me when I'm reading it which tells me that she thinks the book is fun! Highly recommend.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A true delight!. This is a delightful book that has a sweet story and
adorable pictures! I had bought this for my infant son’s future use, but since he is still too young
to read, even I find it helpful to brush up on my Chinese!”

Emily Mall, “Really enjoy these - pinyin is so helpful. Cute story with sweet dialogue. The
conversations are really helpful for me as a non-native speaker. I have all the books and my kids
ask to read them all.”

Jojen, “Heart warming book about team work and an adorable dog. All of the Mina books are
adorable. This one covers the story of how Mina and her grandpa work on a dog house together.
With a little bit of team work and some problem solving, they get the job done. The dog, Musubi,
is also an adorable character that all kids will love.PROS-Available in either Traditional or
Simplified Chinese (rare in bilingual books!)-Bilingual with pinyin (our entire family can read this -



some of us read the Chinese characters, some of us the pinyin, some of us only the English)-
Characters that are really adorable-Audio readings are available on the Mina Learns Chinese
websiteCONSNone really. Some people might not like the use of gōng gōng for grandpa, as the
usage of this is actually regional (some Mandarin speaking regions do not use it this way). There
is, however, a “disclaimer” in the first few pages that explains this.”

NeoMuadDib, “Fun adorable story in Chinese and English!. I wish this book was around when
my son was younger! Beautifully illustrated story which includes Chinese (love that you can
choose between Traditional and Simplified, depending on what your child is learning or what you
feel more comfortable with), Pinyin and English! Books like this are hard to find! Trust me - I’ve
looked! The story is also very sweet and demonstrates the love and special relationship
between a girl and her grandpa. Beautiful story for all kids, especially for those learning Chinese.”

BeckyBoat, “Awesome bilingual book for toddlers!. My daughters LOVE this book as well as
Mina’s First Day of School! The illustrations are colorful and the stories are easy for my girls to
follow along to! My youngest daughter is 1 1/2 and my oldest daughter is 3 1/2 years old and
these are some of their favorite stories! I highly recommend these books and I can’t wait for the
author to create more stories in the future! These books also make for awesome birthday gift!”

Willybfam, “Love this series!. We love the Mina Learns Chinese series, but especially love "I love
my Grandpa." It's a sweet, fun story that encourages my boys to want to learn Mandarin
because it's about their Gong Gong. The layout of this book makes it super easy for non-native
Mandarin speakers, like us, to read and learn Mandarin. We love this book!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great for parents who can't read Chinese characters!. I love this book -
and it's my daughter's favourite of the bilingual books I've bought her. Her grandmother is
Chinese, but my Mandarin is rubbish... so being able to read the Pinyin is really helpful. We've
bought some other bilingual books that are of questionable quality, but this one has a lovely
story, nice illustration, clearly spaced Pinyin, and correct English translation (which some are
really lacking)!”

Pandaberries, “Cute book for toddlers to learn Mandarin!. Such a cute book for our bilingual
toddler! Always on the look out for Chinese books and there aren’t many with Chinese and
English alongside lovely illustrations!”

The book by Katrina Liu has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 29 people have provided feedback.
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